WE ARE UJEP.
WE EDUCATE
THE NORTH.
We are growing into the region, biting off a
bigger piece with each new generation. We
draw young people to Ústí nad Labem, their
heads swimming with plans for this unique
place, where a great, dormant potential is
slowly waking.
We value those who actively work on
themselves and their surroundings. And
we offer the latest tools and opportunities
to do so. We give the region’s students,
academics, and community at large a
chance to really change for the better.
Not tomorrow. Today.
We are writing the story of UJEP
#pribehujep. Add your own chapter.
Join us up north! #nasever

www.pribeh.ujep.cz

@ujep.cz

WE ARE UJEP.

Explore for yourself (links may be in Czech):
@ujepul
@ujep_pf
@prf_ujep
@fzp_ujep

#ujep
#ujepul
#myjsmeujep
#nasever

@ffujep
@fseujep
@fud_ujep
@fzsujep

#pribehujep
#tadysenajdes
#univerzitaseveru
#pridejseknamnasever

@fsiujep
@su.ujep
@vk_ujep
@esn_usti

#karieraodprirody
#ujeplife
#kampusujep
#letonaulici

@vodakujep
@seznamovak.ujep
@knihkupectvi_ujep
@dum_umeni

#hranicar
#strizovickyvrch
#hradstrekov
#decinskysneznik

@galerie_emila_filly
@kultura.digital
@sal.hranicar
@literarnikavarna

#jezeromilada
#drazdanskavyhlidka
#ceskesvycarsko
#bohemianswitzerland

@kavarnacoffeeup
@pozitivniusti
@usteckykraj
@ustecky_humor

#labskeudoli
#ceskestredohori
#horamilesovka
#usti

@elbe.dock
@hcnorthwings
@noc_vedcu
@ustinadlabem

#usticko
#aussig
#krusnehory
#preskava

@celem_k_umeni
@ujep.lgbt
@aussiganderelbe
@fikfestival

#luzickehory
#soutesky
#marianskaskala
#narodniparkceskesvycarsko

@denvedyaumeni
@muzeum_usti

#cpto_ujep
#hazmburk
#kamsehrabepraha
#akademickymed

Jan Evangelista Purkyně University in
Ústí nad Labem, Czech Republic.

#myjsmeujep

For over a quarter century we have been
educating, inspiring, and transforming the
Ústí region… all thanks to the people who
make up the university community.
Let us introduce a few. Who will they be?
A scientist, an artist, an athlete, a graduate —
real, live people you can run into on campus
any day of the week. Read on to discover
their stories.
And when anything grabs your interest, just
explore the links and hashtags scattered
throughout this booklet. With or without a
knowledge of Czech, you’ll learn more about
the places and people that make up the Ústí
region, both today and tomorrow.

JAN EVANGELISTA PURKYNĚ
UNIVERSITY IN ÚSTÍ NAD LABEM,
CZECH REPUBLIC

#postindustrialdiamond
#zimnisklizen
#ujeprowingteam

www.univerzitaseveru.cz

#pribehujep
@ujepul

www.ujep.cz

#kozivrch

#postindustrialdiamond

#zimnisklizen
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#transfertechnologii

@ujep.lgbt

@muzeum_usti

#tisá
@vk_ujep
#myjsmeujep
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You’re 25. You’ve got your degree and a
bit of work experience to your credit. One
fine spring day you get up, take special
care dressing, and head downtown to your
new job. You take the bus to the “Campus”
stop at the edge of the park. You step out
and walk past an anonymous gray corner
where, a few years from now, a café will
hang out its sign and become a favorite
ice-cream spot for you and your (future)
colleagues.
Two huge lindens frame the campus
entrance. They’ve stood on this spot since
the days when Ústí nad Labem was a
bustling Austro-Hungarian river port. Now
they’re blossoming for what is probably the
hundred-and-twentieth time. You inhale
their sweet perfume and step confidently
into the building. A couple of guys on a
cherry-picker hang big colored letters
on the facade above your head to spell
out K-N-I-H-O-V-N-A… the library. Before
entering the office, you stop to rest your
forehead on the cool window of the winter
terrace. If you squint, you can just see the

Elbe on its way to Dresden cutting through
Europe’s deepest sandstone canyon. You
step back from the glass, roll up your
sleeves, and get to work.
The opportunity to build an institution
from scratch, have a real impact in how
it works and presents itself, to give it
meaning, that’s the kind of chance life
doesn’t hand out too often. Kátja started
work at the UJEP Research Library the year
it was founded and has helped build it up
from scratch. Now its workshops, lectures,
readings, showings, tai-chi lessons among
the shelves, its quiet spots for reading
and pondering the countryside attract
countless regular visitors. Kátja and her
colleagues have succeeded in making
this library the “heart of the campus”—
their name for it—a living, meaningful
institution. Exactly what its patrons want.
No compromises.
@knihkupectvi_ujep

TRUST YOUR HEART
AND DON’T LET A BLANK SLATE SCARE YOU.

#samobouda
@vk_ujep
#lusatianmountains

Ing. KATEŘINA KODĚROVÁ
A graduate of UJEP Faculty of the
Environment. Deputy and right-handwoman to the director of the J. E. Purkyně
University Research Library. She has
worked there since its opening and now
oversees all library events. And if you play
your cards right, she may lend you a deck
chair to hang out on the campus lawn.

#preskava
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@kavarnacoffeeup

#pribehujep

Silence hangs palpably in the air of the
lecture room in the elegant white Faculty
of the Arts building. Honza’s dramatic
lecture has ended. The first students
release their breath and rise from their
seats. Emerging from lecture mode, the
charismatic professor is once again just a
guy from Děčín with 3 brothers and a dad
who is a fireman… a guy who spends the
occasional summer Sunday with his own
son on a blanket by the reservoir in Povrly.

ominously beckon to us from the
shadowy future too. He helps students
see where they fit in the story unravelling
around them.
Taking responsibility for the world we live
in, as it is now, as it may be. Awakening that
impulse in others… That is one task that the
Faculty of the Arts has set for itself right
here, right now.

The drama he brought to life for his
students a moment ago was a true story.
Honza describes it as a way of engaging
young people in the adventure of thinking.
His animated lessons draw them into
events that played out long ago but that

@muzeum_usti

DARE TO THINK.

#bohemianswitzerland

Mgr. JAN MUSIL, Ph.D.
Specializes in selected topics in Czech
philosophy (the question of nationhood
and the philosophical reflection of
nationalization, European integration
and the European ideal). He also studies
the history and ideology of racism in
European thinking and the development
of the sciences and scientific theory in
the 20th century (particularly medical
scientific programs and the statification
of science, e.g., eugenics, biotypology,
etc.). He is engaged at the UJEP Faculty
of the Arts and at the Charles University
Faculty of Science.
#pribehujep

#ceskosaskesvycarsko
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@revizeusti

@ffujep

#karieraodprirody

@usteckykraj

#denvedyaumeni

#50bar
@prf_ujep
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#myjsmeujep

She didn’t hesitate for a second. She
climbed straight up the fire ladder to the
roof of the Vladimír Hotel and took a good
look down at Ústí nad Labem spread out
below. Then she and Klára Jakubová lit up
the dreary gray of the big town square with
a carpet of fresh green grass.
And then she kicked it up a notch. She
came up with Venus balls and a vibrator.
As a graduate thesis. She had her picture
taken on Třeštík’s famous balcony in 2011
before it was even a thing. She was an early
and intrepid champagne breakfaster.
She came up with, and actually made,
the first really-folding table. And a luxury
sightseeing tram, just for the heck of it,
because “it’ll never get made, but at least
it’ll show there’s another way…”

And voilà, the T3 Coupé is cleaning up the
design awards circuit and carrying real,
live passengers in Prague, where it stops
near this five-foot-two blonde’s very own
design shop.
Red Dot, the National Student Design
Award, Czech Grand Design, Forbes, Dolce
Vita, Designblock, TEDx, Pecha Kucha…
awards, nominations, magazines, and
events boding success. And somewhere
back at the start of it all, the Faculty of Art
and Design at UJEP, where we got to ride
Anička’s coattails for a while at least.

MAKE STUFF
THAT MAKES SENSE.

@t3coupe

@fud_ujep
@whoopdedoocz

MgA. ANNA MAREŠOVÁ, Ph.D.
A graduate of the Faculty of Art and
Design with fresh ideas and an
uncompromising approach to quality
and meaning. A successful designer and
recipient of many awards.

#letonaulici
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@anna_maresova_designers

#pribehujep

Sometimes his run takes him up to the
Erben Outlook. He catches his breath
looking out over the whole of Ústí, the Elbe
Canyon, Milešovka, and a bit of the Ore
Mountains (Krušné hory ). From up here
he can see the region in perspective.
Maybe that’s why David is always so
charged with energy. And so optimistic
about local problems.
If you catch him between races, emceeing
gigs, and massages with elite athletes,
he might tell you how quickly northern
Bohemia seems to be changing in the care
of the people who study, work and live here.
He has always got some tidbit of good news

to share. That sparkle in his eye, that’s
not Photoshop. It is really there. All the
time. And it seems to rub off on everyone
he meets.
There are lots more like him at UJEP’s
Faculty of Education. People who
liven things up with festivals, sports
events, summer classes, international
conferences, and even great parties.
They’re the ones who get out their whole
neighborhood for a volunteer cleanup.
And their numbers are growing. They’ll be
bringing out the good in us for generations
to come.

BRING OUT THE GOOD
AROUND YOU.

@miladatlon

@pozitivniusti
@milada_tour

Mgr. DAVID CIHLÁŘ, Ph.D.
Assistant professor, Department of
Physical Education and Sport, Faculty
of Education, UJEP. A multi-talented
athlete, emcee, masseur, active citizen,
and enthusiastic father. He is a walking
(running) encyclopedia of information
about local and international runners. He
travels across the globe to give massages
to famous racers and often takes his
students along for hands-on experience.
#pribehujep

@ujep_pf
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#myjsmeujep

@fud_ujep

#marianskaskala

@galerie_emila_filly

@fzp_ujep
@aussiganderelbe

#myjsmeujep
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@prf_ujep

“Here, blow your nose. And don’t cry. We’ll
get a new one,” little Iryna’s father consoled
her 20 years ago. Eyes red, her hair in
frazzled braids, Iryna looked down at the
radio she had just taken to pieces. She
was five. What would ever become of her?!
Well, at only 25 she has already completed
studies of solid-state physics at Yuriy
Fedkovych Chernivtsi National University
and courageously made the move to a
foreign country and a new start at UJEP’s
Faculty of Mechanical Engineering. We
cannot say what the future holds for Iryna
but her whole life is ahead of her and she is
bound for great things.

You will also run into her at most university
events for science and technology
outreach. There she is, proudly sporting a
t-shirt with her faculty logo at the annual
Science and Arts Day on the town square in
May, smiling for 7 hours straight at children
who want to try out the thermal camera,
3-D print a Yoda keychain, or find out what
it’s like to study tech stuff. Iryna explains it
all in perfect Czech.

But Iryna doesn’t confine herself to
aluminum alloys and nanotechnology.
For example, she meets up with people
from other faculties in the evenings to
brainstorm how UJEP can implement
changes under the HRS4R project. The
idea is to hold institutions to their pledges
to support science and research so that
real, flesh-and-blood researchers with
plans, dreams, families, and obligations
can thrive. Even if they are still at the very
beginning of their careers.

@stredohori.cz
#nasever

THE COURAGE
TO STEP INTO THE UNKOWN.
#saxonswitzerland

Mgr. IRYNA HREN
An internal doctoral candidate in the
Department of Technology and Material
Engineering, Faculty of Mechanical
Engineering, UJEP, specializing in
industrial applications of nanotechnology
and improvement of alloy properties.
Aside from her research work, she
publishes prolifically and applies herself
to the problem of technology transfer.

@fsiujep
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#labskepiskovce

#pribehujep

Wait up, one question… “Hey, Lukáš, have
you registered on the alumni site yet?”
Okay, let’s go.
What do you do when you don’t like
something? Give up? No way! When you
grow up in coal country around Most and
Chomutov, your best bet is to take matters
into your own hands. You start out a nobody,
the bottom of the heap. But you grow and
you start to figure things out. As soon
as you can see onto the table, you start
to poke your nose into everything, until
someone gets fed up and tells you to do
it yourself already. Fine, you say. You get
into the academic senate. You go off to see
the world and get some perspective with
Erasmus+. When you return you open a
student club with a canteen where you can
get a good meal. You’re so busy running
around you forget to eat.

You keep going. You stumble and fall and
brush yourself off. You gain experience.
You move along the trajectory of life until,
one day, it turns into a curve and starts
rocketing straight up. Achievement. And
the feeling that everything makes sense.
Lukáš’s latest endeavor is focused just
where an education in economics and
knowledge of the academic setting
converge to bear the most fruit and
benefit those who come after: science and
research funding. It’s his way of giving
back to the university. He writes project
proposals on the train between Ústí and
Prague, has power lunches at rooftop
restaurants, and frequents the halls of the
Ministry of Industry and Trade. We hope
that Lukáš gets some satisfaction out of it
all… we know we do.

BE THE CHANGE
YOU WANT TO SEE IN THE WORLD.
(GHANDI)

#zitusti
@fseujep

Ing. LUKÁŠ ERŠIL
A graduate of UJEP Faculty of Social
and Economic Studies and an analyst
for the Technology Agency of the Czech
Republic. An unforgettable personality in
his faculty (and beyond). As a student he
actively engaged in various initiatives
and helped build the groundwork to
make life a whole lot easier for those
who are studying today.
#pribehujep

@esn_usti
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#klubcajk

@su.ujep

#horamilesovka

@fsiujep

@kultura.digital

@fzp_ujep

#cpto_ujep

#akademickymed

#myjsmeujep
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Way up on the crane glints the bright yellow
dot of a hard hat, beneath it a cascade of
wavy hair. Míša puts up a hand to shade her
eyes from the morning sun and survey the
building site below. In a few short months
this will be her workplace, the Natural
Science and Technical Studies Centre,
the new home of the model organisms lab
where she studies how living things and
nanomaterials interact. Besides that (and
countless other things) she researches
ways to make her department, and the
whole university, the best possible place
to work and study.

Litoměřice. She says she enjoys the ride
over the hills and through the back country.
“It clears your head,” she claims. And she’s
not alone. A good share of her colleagues
in the Faculty of Science at UJEP are also
nuts about their commute, whether it’s
through the post-volcanic landscape of
the Central Bohemian Uplands or along
the dramatic Elbe Canyon from Bohemian
Switzerland National Park. The collective
mania reaches a fever pitch every May
when the science department dominates
the annual “Bike to Work” contest with the
most kilometers hands down.

Sometimes she wins an award, so she
sets off in heels and a little black dress to
collect it. But the very next day you see her
at lunch in jeans and a sweatshirt engaged
in some lively debate with folks from other
parts of the university over plans for a
campus day care center.

Sometimes Míša works late into the
evening. Like on Science Night, where she
lectures and is active in program events
and PR and even turns on the fairy lights.
It is so her. Shining the beacon of
discovery in the dark of the unknown,
bringing science just a little bit closer
to the rest of us.

Míša can usually be spotted on campus
bright and early (and not just atop a crane),
even though she commutes every day from

LIGHTING UP
THE ÚSTÍ REGION.

#ceskestredohori

#hazmburk
#univerzitaseveru

@prf_ujep

Mgr. MICHAELA LIEGERTOVÁ, Ph.D.
Vice Dean for Development and Quality
at UJEP’s Faculty of Science, where she
is responsible for human resources
and faculty development. Her research
focuses on modern biotechnology and
the interaction of nanomaterials with
living organisms.
#pribehujep

@dopracenakole
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#marianskymost

Leaving a mark that lasts longer than
a footprint in the white sand at the foot
of the Tisá cliffs. Making something and
knowing what it means for everyone else.
Just waiting for inspiration to roll your way
like that stray marble that comes to rest
against your shoe at a party in front of
Hraničář. Putting your head under water
and opening your eyes to see that Atlantis
really does exist. Poking a cloud and then
ducking under an umbrella made of rice
flour. Spending a few years of your life
holed up in a studio at the Faculty of Art and
Design at UJEP.

would be a microscope in its place.) Then
he grabbed his ladder and brushes and
went back in Prague where no one will ever
believe it.
That too is UJEP. In one of its many guises,
reaching for what is most important. Lifting
your head. Ours, yours, everyone’s. From
Bohemia to Dresden and beyond.

Patrik has done some of that. He has
written and illustrated a beautiful book
for beginning readers too, sent his own
astronaut into space, helped rebuild the
state, and lots more. He has climbed a
ladder to paint two unique murals for us
here on campus. (To the grasshopper
sitting on the wall he patiently explained
that it had to be on its way, because there

@fud_ujep

LIFT UP YOUR HEAD.
AND THE HEADS AROUND YOU.
@patrikantczakillustration

MgA. PATRIK ANTCZAK
A graduate of UJEP Faculty of Art and
Design. Illustrator and graphic designer.
His ALFABETA series (2016) won an array
of awards. His illustrations for the book
Left and Right (Emmemm Publishing) and
series of illustrations for Ambiente earned
him a nomination for the Czech Grand
Design Illustrator of the Year Award (2019).
He is drawn to projects with educational
and interactive overlap. His workshops for
children explore the beauty of working with
paper. He lives in Prague, travelling to Ústí to
paint the occasional large-format mural.

@dum_umeni
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@galerie_emila_filly

#pribehujep

#mydlosjelenem

#nasever
#kampusujep

#fzpujep

@fikfestival
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#myjsmeujep

“Right, I’m not at my computer right
now, but I’ll get back to you the day after
tomorrow…Yes, you too.” Then—click—
toggle to flight mode, bury the phone at the
bottom of your knapsack, crane your head
back to look at the tree tops till they spin,
and take a deep breath of the forest air.
One more day without civilization at least.
Kind of. In a little while the forest will thin,
revealing a view of Jezeří Castle floating
above the gaping hole of the ČSA coal field.

them, and keep the ones that might add
up to something. Think slowly. If you can.
And see what was, what is, what may be,
in perspective.
Maybe that is why this area is blessed with
so many odd hills with great views. Getting
above it all is vital. So are the people who
take care of its historical and political
heritage.

Bára seeks out this view every year as part
of her academic detox. This annual ritual
has produced a number of fruitful ideas,
like collaboration between the Faculty of
Arts and the Faculty of Art and Design. All
you have to do is listen to the silence, then
tip the thoughts out of your head like stones
from your boot. Turn them over, play with

#jezeri

@ffujep

SUPPORT INDEPENDENT
CRITICAL THINKING.
@salhranicar
@cinohernistudio

Mgr. BÁRA ŘEBÍKOVÁ, Ph.D.
A member of the Department of Political
Science and Philosophy, Faculty of the
Arts, UJEP, and of the Ethics Institute, Third
Faculty of Medicine, Charles University. She
specializes in aesthetics, art philosophy,
ethics, and medical ethics. She has a
special talent for making connections;
her popular winter aesthetic weekends
connect students with deep topics and she
participates in and often initiates meetings
that connect various departments,
faculties, and even universities.
#pribehujep

#usticko
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#hranicar
#aussig

Swim, ride, run. Wipe the mud from your
face in the final stretch, wave to your fans,
then calmly claim your medal. Ondra is
always on the ball, giving meaningful
interviews right after nailing a tough
triathlon. You won’t hear any bland, empty
phrases from this athlete. He’ll actually
describe what went well and where he fell
down, praise the organizers, and point out
how to improve the race next time. And the
way he says it, you’ve just got to love him.
He’s got the weird modesty of a 22-year-old
guy who takes off from his shared student
apartment, just like that, to go take the
world championship in Hawaii.

That open smile goes with him everywhere
too. Maybe it’s endorphins from all of that
exercise. Or maybe it’s just that he knows
how to run with what life dishes out. Here in
the north that may be the odd beauty of the
rough Ore Mountains (Krušné hory ) terrain,
the calm surface of Lake Milada at sunset,
or the university that cheers him on.

@ondra_petr_triathlete

And have you seen him run? It’s kind of
an experience. Totally in the zone, without
breaking stride, he’ll shoot you a nod and a
friendly glance… no matter what moronic
cheer you’ve yelled out from the sidelines.
Ondra is movement.

@ujep_pf
@univerzitnihokej

BE THE BEST AND BE YOURSELF.

@basketbalsluneta
@hcslovanvusti

ONDŘEJ PETR
Triathlete, amateur world champion,
winner of the Xterra world cup, student
of Physical Education and Sport at the
Faculty of Education, UJEP, holder of the
2018 UJEP Rector’s Award.

#jezeromilada
@fkustinadlabem
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#krusnoman

#pribehujep

@ustinadlabem

#karieraodprirody

@sal.hranicar

@noc_vedcu

#pridejseknamnasever
@hcnorthwings
#myjsmeujep
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“That school ski trip that I couldn’t go on
as a teenager because we just couldn’t
afford it, that was a breaking point for me.
That’s when I realized I was going to have
to look out for myself,” says the woman
who, on principle, never goes to the post
office. In this era of dreams fulfilled, that
statement resonates. And not just because
Simona makes it to Forbes or on DVTV.
Her story is a fascinating journey from a
difficult childhood straight to the top. Today
she’s one of most influential women in
the country.
Simona is a graduate of our Faculty of
Social and Economic Studies and her lively,
entrepreneurial, and dynamic personality
tells a lot about the kind of place FSE UJEP
is. The people here are natural innovators.
Just guess which UJEP faculty underwent

the first gender audit or employee
satisfaction evaluation? Which was the first
to grant wellness days and take steps to
minimize the gender pay gap?
Students of this progressive faculty benefit
every year from new measures to improve
conditions for their development, from
material support like relaxation zones or
student breakfast debates with the dean
(and without) to a Tata Bojs rock concert to
usher in the new semester. And the popular
FESTUP startup festival organized by the
regional Innovation Center? That was also
the initiative of FSE grads.
@fseujep

TAKE YOUR FUTURE BY THE HORNS.
AND HANG ON!
#kamsehrabepraha

Ing. SIMONA KIJONKOVÁ
A graduate of the Faculty of Social and
Economic Studies, UJEP, mother of three
beautiful children, founder of Zásilkovna
package delivery service, CEO of Packeta
holding with 1,000 employees in six
countries. Doing business since 2019
in the USA, India, and China. Backer of
interesting startups. Na med Prague’s
2017 EY Female Entrepreneur of the Year,
the 2018 TOP Female Entrepreneur of the
Year in an Economia survey, and for many
years running ranked as one of the most
influential women by Forbes magazine,
whose cover she has graced twice.
#pribehujep

@inovacni_centrum
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#tadysenajdes
#fsefest

Taking a major at UJEP’s Faculty of Health
Studies is a practical choice. Especially if
you’re always crossing swords with other
people…

his degree in physical therapy he had
already studied geography at our Faculty
of Science. Education is a lifelong pursuit
after all.

Now seriously. Michal wouldn’t hurt a fly.
And the only time he crosses swords is
when he’s fencing. He’s pretty good at it.
He’s defended the school colors so many
times, it’s earned him a Rector’s Award. In
his free time he passes down this elegant
sport to the youth of Litoměřice.

Michal has embarked upon yet another
course of study, this time in the medical
field, simply because it strikes him that
it makes sense in an aging population to
learn how to keep the human body healthy.
What’s more, UJEP medical studies are
closely coordinated with the modern
facilities at Masaryk Hospital. There are 11
clinics and in a couple of years the faculty
building will relocate to hospital grounds.

If you run into him on his way back from
a hike on Lovoš, a favorite daytrip from
his native Ústí, he may tell you a little
something about himself. He doesn’t
consider himself unusually hard-working,
in spite of his many accomplishments
and awards, or the fact that before taking

@fzsujep

FOCUS YOUR TALENT
WHERE IT’S NEEDED MOST.

#radobyl

#karieraodprirody

Bc. MICHAL ČUPR
Michal is a two-time holder of the UJEP
Rector’s Award. He’s been fencing since
the age of six and has competed in world
cups and Grand Prix in Doha, Vancouver,
Cali, Buenos Aires, Bern, Heidenheim,
Paris, Budapest, and Berlin, as well as
the Czech academic championship in
Brno, where he took 3 medals.

#krusnehory
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@prf_ujep

#pribehujep

#ceskestredohori

#ujeplife

#hradstrekov

#luzickehory

#usticko
#pribehujep
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#myjsmeujep

Overalls, a spade, and a wheelbarrow. When
you’re a young scientist in charge of a
miracle plant that cleans contaminated
ground, these are essential research tools.
Diana is pretty good with them. She’s pretty
good at the lectern too, at international
conferences, and in the laboratories at the
environment faculty. And when the time
comes, she will probably be pretty good
with a stroller or a baby sling or whatever
life throws at her.

The upshot? Here is a clever, competent
young person who has decided to stay in
her home town and take advantage of local
opportunities. She can take satisfaction
in the knowledge that her hard work is
changing this region for the better. And
that’s good news for all of us.
So, we’ll just do our best to keep Diana here
in (the university of) the north for good.

She’s just (if she’ll forgive the retro
stylization) the prototype of the new Ústí
woman. She’s a local girl, born at Masaryk
Hospital, who had her big school dance at
Ústí’s social hall and then dropped anchor
here at UJEP’s environmental faculty. She
sailed through her undergraduate and
master’s studies with a smile on her face
and now she’s working on her doctorate…

#outdoormilitaryspongebob

CHANGE THE WORLD
HERE AND NOW.

@fzp_ujep

Ing. DIANA NEBESKÁ
A doctoral candidate at the Faculty of the
Environment, UJEP, studying environmental
analytical chemistry. She is currently
researching phytoremediation and
application of Miscanthus giganteus in
contaminated localities. She occasionally
exchanges her lab coat for overalls.
And she carries a Spongebob doll in her
expedition pack.
#pribehujep

#univerzitaseveru
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#hradstrekov
#ujeplife

It’s an autumn morning. Long bars of
September sunlight break through the
fog that hangs over the Elbe. A lone racing
canoe pierces the river a couple of meters
from the bank, perilously rocking every
time Martin digs in with his paddle. The
narrow craft cleaves the water’s surface
in the quiet morning like an arrow. Ever
forward. It’s a skill Martin passes on to
fledgling canoeists at the Vaňov boathouse
in his free time.
His work at the university isn’t so different.
Overseeing the coexistence of classrooms
and high-tech labs or art studios full of oldfashioned implements is also a balancing
act. Seeing to it that the kids tearing around
the Teen Age University, the seniors from
the continuing education program, and the
undergrads and grad students from eight
faculties spreading themselves out to study
in front of the Literary Café can all live in
harmony.

Making room for flowerbeds and wild
meadowland for the university bees.
Creating a campus that welcomes visitors
for cultural, educational, and social events
as well as dogwalkers, folks with strollers,
and little kids ogling the huge cranes
towering over the work site for the new
Science and Technical Studies building…

#kampusujep
@ujepul

STROKE… STROKE… STROKE…
NEXT PORT OF CALL – ÚSTÍ NAD LABEM,
COLLEGE TOWN.

#ujep

#zdymadlastrekov

MARTIN MÁDLÍK
Maintenance supervisor at UJEP. He and
his colleagues care for UJEP properties,
not just on campus, but dotted across
the city and hidden in the forests of
Bohemian Paradise (Český ráj ). He makes
sure that we can study, do research, and
teach using the latest technology, safely
and humanely.

#hvezdarnateplice

#labe
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#vanov

#pribehujep

FACULTY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

FACULTY OF HEALTH STUDIES

The best way to kick-start your career? Focus
your studies on energy, mechanics, or the
material sciences. FSI UJEP offers expertise,
modern laboratories, and top technology and
boasts a number of its own patents. Its students
are often scooped up by perspective employers
in the region before they’ve even graduated.

Learning how to prevent sickness and injury and
how to develop and support good heath, those
are the fields of the future. The opportunity to
apply theoretical knowledge in practice firsthand, in clinics made possible through close
cooperation with Masaryk Hospital in Ústí, is just
one advantage of the FZS UJEP.

#fsiujep

FACULTY OF THE ENVIRONMENT

FACULTY OF SCIENCE

If there’s any such thing as a superhero, you’ll
find them in spades at the Faculty of the
Environment. Where else can you learn how
to swoop in to save what others have harmed,
repair the damage, and prevent it from
happening again? Caring for the environment
is a field with a future. And in the Ústí region it
plays out against the concrete needs of a longexploited landscape.

Wildlife, yes. But also nano, information, and
GIS technologies; environmental geography;
computer modeling; analytical chemistry;
toxicology and more. And a brand-new building
for science and technical studies is sprouting
up on campus, full of high-tech labs and special
classrooms.

#fzp_ujep

FACULTY OF ART AND DESIGN
Create. In one of 17 studios making a mark
within the university, in urban public spaces,
and across national borders. Gain prestige in
your field, meet interesting people, and take
advantage of modern technology, traditional
and unconventional gallery space, and
specialized workshop facilities. Graduate under
the open sky, even if it rains. Happiness.

#prf_ujep

FACULTY OF EDUCATION
Devote your life to educating yourself and
others. It’s hard work, but well worth it. The
Faculty of Education is a sort of university
within the university. Students touch on all fields
without ever losing perspective. Gain the ability
to keep pushing your boundaries.

#fud_ujep

#ujep_pf

FACULTY OF SOCIAL
AND ECONOMIC STUDIES

FACULTY OF ARTS
In the elegant Faculty of Arts building they’re
hard at work developing critical thinking and
mapping our collective memory. Research
is conducted using the latest equipment
with historical sources and in the field.
Internationally too, speaking foreign languages
and establishing international partnerships.
Our partner university in Dresden is within easy
reach and so is one of the best cafés in Ústí.

#fzsujep

This is where the next generation prepares
for real life in a global context. Modern
majors, practical seminars, and top local and
international experts on politics, economics,
urbanism, management, and socioeconomic
solutions for today’s complex social questions.

#ffujep
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#fseujep

#zavalcovnou

@ffujep

#kampusujep

#labskeudoli

#lavickavaclavahavla

#myjsmeujep
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